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Case Study Printing Press Loss

A power surge resulting from a lightning storm damaged three printing presses at a manufacturing plant. Due to the
age of the printing presses, OEM replacement parts were unavailable, and the insured was faced with:
-

A potential Business Interruption Claim in excess of $1 million
Equipment replacement costs exceeding $3 million due to OEM parts for equipment being unavailable
TOTAL potential claim amount in excess of $4 million

WHAT ILC DID:
-

Through years of experience in the printing industry, ILC was able to confirm the insured’s vendor was
qualified to repair the equipment
To avoid a total loss, ILC assisted in locating aftermarket parts to repair the equipment to pre-loss condition
Cost to repair to pre-loss condition was only $100,000 vs. a total loss exceeding $3 million.
Business Interruption was significantly limited, and the printing press was up and running again in (time) vs.
(time) to bring in new equipment at a cost that would have exceeded
$3 million cost

HOW ILC DID THIS:
-

Verified the presence of lightning in the area the day of the loss
Verified the qualifications of the insured’s vendor to repair the equipment
Located the parts necessary to repair the equipment
Monitored and project managed the repairs of the equipment from start to completion

Equipment and machinery damage in a manufacturing plant can be a detriment to an insured’s ability to meet order
deadlines and keep their customers happy. Understanding the inner workings, components, and parts is the only way
to know and understand what is involved in rebuilding vs replacing damaged equipment. With more than 30 years of
experience, the machinery and equipment consultants of Industrial Loss Consultants can do this better than anyone in
the industry.
If you want service, answers, and solutions like the example above, then the next time your claim requires a
knowledgeable and experienced machinery and equipment consultant, then contact ILC!
To Submit an assignment online - https://www.industrialloss.com/submit-an-assignment.html

